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resistant plum that is being tested in
Europe. If plum pox virus reaches California, the trans-genic plum could help
prevent losses to the state’s multibillion
dollar stone-fruit industry.
Pierce’s disease threatens California vineyards, and insecticide
spraying has occurred to control the
disease carrier, the glassy-winged
sharpshooter. A researcher at the
University of Florida (a state where
Pierce’s disease has been a problem
for 80 years) has transformed grape
tissue by inserting an antibacterial
protein from another species into the
grape genome. As a result, the transformed grape plant can destroy the
bacteria without the need for insecticide sprays targeting the carrier.
Tristeza virus has killed 45 million citrus trees in Latin America and
threatens the Texas citrus industry.
Researchers at Texas A&M University
have developed and are field testing
virus-resistant trees.
Bacterial canker is present in
Florida citrus orchards, and the state
is trying to eradicate the disease by
destroying infected trees, including
millions of orchard and backyard
citrus trees. A University of Florida
researcher has developed and is testing a canker-resistant citrus tree.
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Cotton has been genetically engineered to express a protein from a naturally occurring bacterium, Bacillus thuringiensis, which is toxic to insect pests such as bollworm and budworm.
This cotton is widely planted in California and elsewhere in the United States.

gate its effects (Sisler and Serek 2003).
Ethylene sensitivity can be reduced in
floriculture crops through applications of
the ethylene antagonist silver thiosulfate
(STS), but unfavorable environmental
aspects such as metal contamination of
groundwater restrict its commercial use.
Another compound, 1-methylcyclopropene, also blocks the ethylene receptor
protein and makes plant tissues insensitive to ethylene, delaying ripening or
senescence. Although this compound
is effective in many crops, its action decreases with time after treatment as the
tissues synthesize new ethylene receptor
proteins during postharvest transit. By
expressing a mutant form of the ethylene
receptor protein or by blocking expression of components of the ethylenesignaling pathway, petunia plants with
longer lasting floral displays have been
produced (Wilkinson et al. 1997). Unfortunately, negative side effects, such as
higher susceptibility to fungal pathogens
and decreased rooting of vegetative cuttings, have limited the commercial use
of these technologies. The key to effective manipulation of ethylene sensitivity
will be the use of promoters limiting
transgene expression to the target tissue,
leading ultimately to plants that have
longer lasting flowers with no negative
side effects.
Hurdles to commercialization
The lag in commercialization of
transgenic horticultural crops clearly
is not due to a lack of useful genes or

valuable applications. However, several
fundamental issues inherent to horticultural crops create significant hurdles
(see sidebar, page 84).
Biological diversity. Simply the diversity of crops utilized in horticulture
slows the adoption of new technologies.
For any given crop, there may be several different species and dozens of cultivars that are currently marketed, and
the turnover of new cultivars from year
to year is tremendous. For example, as
many as 60 distinct cultivars of iceberg
lettuce alone may be grown throughout
the year as production locations shift
seasonally. Add to this the dozens of additional varieties for romaine, leafy, red
and other specialty types, and it is evident that introducing a new biotech trait
for lettuce requires developing not just
one but many new varieties. In perennials such as trees and vines, on the other
hand, the choice of a variety is a longterm commitment, making growers cautious in selecting novel varieties.
Market acceptance. Currently, the
largest impediment to adoption of at
least some biotech horticultural products is the lack of market acceptance.
Biotech products having documented
agronomic, economic and environmental advantages have been removed from
the market due to the concerns of processors and distributors about potential
consumer rejection.
Intellectual property. Large corporations focused on the major agronomic crops own the majority of patents on
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